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FOREWORD 
This document constitutes the fmal report for Task 4.2 Integrated Energy Management (lEM), 
one of five major tasks covered by the Statement of Work for Contract NASl-14742, Energy 
EffiCIent Transport Program. In total, Task 4.2 encompassed five sIgnificant areas of 
investigation (1) collection and reduction of m-fltght measurement data of current operatmg 
procedures and performance of a 727-200 aIrplane, (2) selection of tYPICal flights for 
evaluation, (3) simulation of typical flights in a fast-time stmulation, (4) development of 
energy management algorithms, and (5) algonthm assessment in the simulatIon. The report 
covers work conducted from August 1977 through June 1978. The NASA Technical Monitor 
for all contract tasks was Mr. D. B. MIddleton of the Energy Efficient Transport Project Office 
at Langley Research Center. 
, 
The investIgatIons were conducted within the Systems Technology and the Preltminary DeSIgn 
Departments of the Vice President-Engineering orgamzation of the Boeing Commercial Airplane 
Company. Contractor personnel who partIcipated and their area of contributIOn are: 
G. W. Hanks 
R. L. Erwin, Jr. 
R. W. Schwab 
J. McLaren 
M. D. Taylor 
D. A. Hunter 
J. L Thompson 
B. F. Itzen 
Progrrun Manager 
Task Manager 
Algorithm Development and Evaluation 
Aero Performance 
Flight Controls 
Evaluation Model Development 
In-Flight Data ReductIOn 
Chebychev Trajectory OptimIzation 
In-flIght measurement data were provided by United Airlines. The data were reduced and 
transmitted to the Contractor by C. H. Humphrey and O. R. Evans, Maintenance Operations, 
United AIrlines, San Francisco. 
Principal measurements and calculations used during this study were in customary units. 
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1.0 SUMMARY 
The objectIve of the Integrated Energy Management (lEM) study was to assess the feasIbility 
and practicality of a closed-loop energy management system for transport aircraft. The IBM 
closed-loop concept involves the on-board senSIng of a best energy operating state and the 
generatIOn and execution of autopIlot and auto throttle commands to achieve the best state. 
The pilot monitors the IBM system output and has a manual override capabIhty, if required. 
The sensing of the best energy state IS through an in-flight samplIng process to derive the 
desIred guidance values 
I 
The IBM system objective is to mInImIZe tnp fuel WIth direct operatIng costs, scheduling and 
air traffic control secondary conSIderations. The study involved (I) the instrumentation and 
collectIon of in-flight data from a UnIted AIrlInes 727-200 flying 80 revenue flights In the 
United AIrlines network, (2) analYSIS of the In-flIght data to select representative city pairs and 
establIsh operatIOnal procedures employed In flYIng a reference flIght, (3) SImulation of the 
reference flIght profIle in a fast-time model to venfy the model and establish performance 
values agamst WhICh to measure IBM benefits, (4) development oflEM algonthms and (5) 
assessment of the IBM concept. The basic findIngs of the study were. 
• The IBM techniques investigated prOVIded SIgnIficant fuel savings, at the expense of 
increased trip time, for the 727-200 in typical airline operations. Fuel required for 
the study reference fught of 1087 km (587 nmi) was 5% less than for the same flight 
USIng conventtonal(handbook reference data and pIlot control) procedures; however, 
tnp time Increased 12% Fuel saVIngs of 4.8% were projected for the spectrum of 80 
United AIrlInes route segments. 
• The selected energy guidance technIque compared favorably WIth handbook schedules, 
optimIzed calibrated aIrSpeed/Mach techniques and more complex calculus-of-variations 
optimization techniques. Energy guidance uses the concept of speCIfic energy (the sum 
of the aircraft kinetic and potential energies dlVlded by the aIrcraft weight). The climb 
strategy was to maXImize rate of change of energy per UnIt fuel weIght. The cruIse 
strategy was to maXImIze speCIfic range. The descent strategy was to mInImIZe rate of 
change of energy per UnIt fuel weIght. 
• The concept of an on-board sensed, closed-loop optimizatIOn techruque for clImb and 
descent was determined infeasible. The mechanization of the IBM guidance algonthms 
for climb and descent reqUIred stored performance values of thrust, drag and fuel flow. 
The climb and descent algorithms were combined WIth engIne pressure ratIo schedules 
and an aIrspeed-hold-mode autopIlot to automatically control attItude and thrust in 
climb and descent. 
• A closed-loop, on-board sensed mechanization for cruIse control was Investigated and 
appears feasible. An assessment indIcated a fuel saVings of about 3% over conventional 
cruise procedures. A cruise algorithm, used In conjunctIOn WIth an aIrSpeed-hold-mode 
autothrottle and an altItude-hold-mode autopIlot, was developed that operates in three 
modes· search, acquire and monitor. The search mode samples speCIfic range values 
(USIng measured velocity, acceleration and fuel flow data). When an optImum is located, 
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an error SIgnal is generated for the autothrottle. When the optimum velocity is acquired, 
the IEM lOgIc zeros the error SIgnal to the autothrottle, fixing the thrust-lever posItion. 
The algonthm momtors speed, weight and fuel flow. When requIred, a new search or 
acquire mode is imtIated. 
The IEM algorithms were developed to generate minimum fuel trajectories. The IEM fuel saving 
benefits are referenced against fuel burns in simulations of the actual airline revenue route 
segments. The 727-200 flying these route segments was conventionally equipped (no on-board 
perfonnance optImIzation or autothrottle) and the selected flights were typical in tenns of trip 
length and other operational considerations. DIrect operating costs, maintenance costs and 
various constraints (air traffic control, weather, etc.) also affected flight profIles. The benefits 
quoted are achIevable using an IEM algorithm to provide energy guidance and control to meet 
the objective of minimizing trip fuel. 
A fuel-versus-tIme cost trade for each aIrline and flight profIle requires evaluation on a case-by-
case basis and was outside the scope of this study. The relative cost of fuel, labor, equipment 
and maintenance requires a contmuous review of potential benefits. The economic justificatIon 
for the ImplementatIOn of these energy-optimIzed solutions WIll depend primanly on the future 
cost of fuel compared to the other factors. 
Vanous alternatIves to IEM can provide a portion of the quoted benefit. The simplest 
alternatIve is to select airspeed/Mach schedules approximating best energy schedules. The next 
step m sophistication involves the use of computmg devices with stored data correlating 
operating condItIons (weight, altitude, temperature, etc.) with best operating speeds. These 
perfonnance computers can provide flIght guidance infonnation that theoretically closely 
apprOXImates best energy gUIdance. 
In addItIOn to fuel savings, the IEM concept prOVIdes a number of qualItative benefits such as 
workload reduction. By providing automatIc control through a cruise mode autothrottle and an 
autopIlot, IEM mamtams close confonnance to optimal speed and thrust schedules. Alternatlve 
energy guidance/control concepts provide varying levels of automatic control. Real-time sensing 
of cruise conditions provides a further capabIlity for assessing off-nominal aircraft perfonnance 
and ambient condItIons, and optimizing for those condItions. 
The IEM study detennined that a closed-loop energy management system is feasible and 
practIcal for transport aIrcraft, and provides the basis for industry to proceed WIth development 
and Implementation of the concept. ImplementatIon requires (1) an advanced autopilot 
prOVIding an airspeed hold mode, (2) an autothrottle WIth airspeed hold and engme-pressure-
ratio hold modes, (3) implementation of the IEM logic in an on-board computmg device and 
(4) Improved fuel flow and ground speed sensmg. All of these are wIthm the scope of currently 
aVaIlable technology, but most are not avaIlable to the reqUIred level of sophIstication in 
conventionally equipped airplanes now flymg 
2 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The increased emphasis on fuel conservatIon in rurline operatIOns has led to many areas of 
study: Improved alfcraft design, better operatIOnal procedures, advanced control systems, etc. 
A number of avionics manufacturers have developed performance computmg devices that use 
on-board stored performance data to provide flIght profIle guidance and control. IEM IS a 
concept for an on-board system in which the real-time aircraft energy state IS determmed, a new 
operating state commanded and compared in terms of fuel efficiency wIth the previous state, 
and iterated until an optImum operating point is determined. The IEM study objective was to 
assess the feasIbility and practicality of a closed-loop system that sensed, searched and 
controlled to an optimum operatmg state. The potentIal advantages of such a system applied to 
a transport aircraft include use of real-time data in performance optmuzation, computatIOnal 
SImplIcity (lIttle requirement for stored performance data) and operatIOnal fleXIbilIty. This 
study was conceived to test the IEM system concept by developing a preliminary set of 
algonthms, testmg the algonthms m a detailed computer model and assessmg the potential 
benefits m terms of conventional (handbook reference data and pilot control) flight profIles 
bemg flown today. 
As developed m thIS report, the IEM system is compnsed of three elements. I) a collectIon of 
energy guIdance algorithms, 2) an autopIlot with altItude- and rurspeed-hold modes and 3) an 
autothrottle with engIne-pressure ratio and airspeed-hold modes: The energy guIdance 
algorithms determine the optImum operating state (mmImum fuel) for fixed ranges of the clImb, 
cruise and descent flIght segments. The energy guidance algorithms also compare the desired 
optimum operatmg state to the real-time aIrcraft state to develop error signals for the autopIlot 
and autothrottle. The zeromg of these errors provides automatIc control to the optimum state 
of the aIrcraft. 
ImplementatIOn of the IEM algorithms mvolves the use of stored performance data for clImb 
and descent In cruise, however, determmatIon of the optImum operating state is based on the 
in-flIght sampling process of the closed-loop system. In this sense, the cruise algorithm is a 
closed-loop system, whereas the clImb and descent algonthms are not. 
The approach taken to the development of energy management algorithms and their assessment 
(fig. I) shows eight areas of study and their interrelationships. An analYSIS of mid-range 
transport operatIOns was based on flight data taken on a specially mstrumented 727-200 flymg 
revenue passenger routes m airline operatIOns. From a sample of 80 such route segments, data 
were exammed to establish route profIle charactenstIcs and flIght procedures tYPIcally 
employed in flymg the profIles. From this analysis, two flIghts were selected representmg 
typical medIUm-range and short-range stage lengths. Data extracted from these two flIghtS were 
then used to re-create the flight condItIons in a computer simulatIon model and to measure the 
correspondmg performance of the aucraft. 
The computer model, a three-degree-of-freedom simulation of the 727-200, was based on the 
Boeing Standard SimulatIon Model of that type aircraft. Energy management algonthms and 
expanded autopilot and autothrottle modes were added to the aerodynamic, engine and 
atmosphere models and the ngid-body equatIons of motIon in the basic simulatIOn model. The 
modified model was employed m the study in two modes to establIsh a performance base 
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M,ld-range Selected Selected 
transport flight flight 
operations character!- profile 
analySIS zatlon simulation 
~~ 
, 
Simulation Benefit 
model assessment 
, 
Energy Integrated Integrated 
gUidance .. energy energy 
approach .. management ... management 
alternatives mechanization Simulation 
Figure 1. Integrated Energy Management Study Approach 
agamst which to measure energy management algorithm benefits, and to represent the IEM 
guidance logic. 
The development of energy management algorithms was based on an analysis of alternative 
approaches to the establishment of fuel-efficient procedures. Handbook schedules, optimized 
auspeed/Mach techniques, specific energy optimization and calculus of variations optimization 
techniques were reviewed. They were compared in terms of fuel and time efficiency and in 
terms of their compatibility with IEM objectives_ Climb, cruise and descent factors, constraints 
and performance were analysed. After considenng these factors, specific energy optimization 
was selected as. the basis for the algonthm mechanization logic developed. Algorithms for climb, 
cruIse and descent were detailed and associated sensor requirements specified. 
The study was concluded with incorporation of the energy management algorithms in the 
model, followed by assessment of the benefits. 
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ATC 
ALTSEL 
CAS 
CD 
CL 
CTOP 
D 
DME 
EAS 
EPR 
E/W 
,-. 
FAA 
Fn 
FORTRAN 
g 
GMT 
h 
. 
h 
lAS 
IEM 
kcas 
ktas 
3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Air Traffic Control 
altitude select, an autopilot mode 
calibrated airspeed 
coefficient of drag 
coefficient of lift 
Chebychev Trajectory Optimization Program 
drag 
distance measuring equipment 
equivalent airspeed 
engine pressure ratio 
specIfic energy, the sum of kinetic and potenttal energies per unit 
weight 
Federal Aviation Administration 
net thrust 
formula translatIOn, the standard scientific computing language 
acceleration of gravity 
Greenwich mean time 
altitude 
altitude rate 
indicated airspeed 
integrated energy management 
kn, calibrated airspeed 
kn, true airspeed 
5 
LID lift to drag ratio i 
i 
I 
-LRC long-range cruise 
m mass 
M Mach number 
"' MAC mean aerodynamic chord 
MIMIC a FORTRAN computer language forsolving systems of differentIal 
equations 
MRC maximum-range cruise 
OAT outside air temperature 
P atmospheric pressure 
R gas constant for air 
S wing area 
SSM Standard SImulation Model 
-, 
TA absolute temperature 
T thrust 
TAT total aIr temperature 
TSFC thrust specific fuel consumption 
UA United Airlines 
V velocity 7" 
VCAS velocity, calibrated airspeed 
Vp flight path velocity 
. 
Vp flight path acceleration 
VIS vertical speed 
W aircraft weight 
Wf fuel weight 
6 
Z altitude 
8 atmosphenc pressure ratio 
a partial denvatIve 
aT excess thrust 
7r engine throttle position 
a specific fuel consumptIon 
p atmosphenc density 
e atmospheric temperature ratio 
7 
4.0 STUDY RESULTS 
This section of the !EM report details the analyses, modehng, simulation, algorithm 
development and assessment of the energy management guidance and control concept. 
4.1 MID-RANGE TRANSPORT OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
The instrumentation of a United Airhnes (UA) 727-200 mId-range aircraft with JTSD-7 engines 
and collection of both flIght plannmg data and in-flight measurements provIded a basis to 
estabhsh typical flight profiles and procedures. FIgure 2 shows the 43 city pairs represented in 
the SO flights from which data were obtamed. 
Two flights were selected as representative of a medIUm-range and a short-range mIssion. The 
selected medium-range flIght was designated as the reference flight because it IS the most typical 
of 727-200 operations. By running the airline profile from the selected flights, and then the 
IEM profile in the simulatIOn of the 727-200, an assessment of the potentIal benefits of the 
concept was made. The most detailed analyses and the model cahbratlOn were performed for 
the reference flight. As short-range flights dIffer substantially in terms of altitude and speed 
profiles from medium-range flights, a second SImulation and benefits assessment was made for 
the selected short-range flight. A separate long-range flIght analysis was not consIdered 
e 80 flights 
e30 cities 
e43 city-pairs 
Figure 2. Instrumented 727-200 Route Structure 
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necessary because extrapolation of reference flight results to longer length flights primanly 
involves an extension of cruise procedures. The extrapolation of the medium-range IEM flIght 
simulatIOn and benefits assessment to long-range flights is discussed m Section 4.8.3. 
4.1.1 United Airlines In-Flight Data Program 
This section details the flight planning and in-flight data content of the UA flight measurement 
program. Flight planning data were supplied for about 50% of the 80 flights, generally those 
with stage lengths of 648 km (350 nmi) or more. These data included: 
Segment number 
Departure station 
DestinatIOn station 
DirectIOn of flight 
Zero fuel weight (manifest) 
Take-off weight (manifest) 
Percent MAC (manifest) 
TIme out, GMT 
TIme off, GMT 
Time on, GMT 
TIme in, GMT 
Planned take-off fuel weight 
Fuel out 
Fuel off 
Fuelm 
Planned flight time 
Planned total burnout 
Reserve and contmgency fuel 
Holdmg/detouring fuel 
Alternate fuel 
Ferried fuel 
Plan code 
Burnout plan 
Total route mileage 
Planned take-off weight 
Deviatton from standard temperature 
Head or tail wmd component 
Planned zero fuel weight 
Checkpomt 
Segment mileage 
Altttude at checkpoint 
Mach at checkpoint 
Deviation from standard temperature 
True airspeed 
Wind direction/speed 
Head or tail wind component 
Groundspeed 
Segment time 
Segment burnout 
Routing 
Flight measurements prOVIded once per second for all of the 80 flights included: 
GMT 
Pressure altitude 
Radio altttude 
Indicated airspeed 
True airspeed 
Magnetic heading 
DME channel 
DME distance 
DME status 
Engine pressure ratio 
Pitch attitude 
Roll attitude 
Angle of attack 
Trailing-edge flap position 
OutSIde air temperature 
Fuel temperature 
The autopdot modes and anti-ice valve position also were included. 
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4.1.2 Flight Profile Analysis 
The UA in-flight data were used to defme typical missIOn profiles. The airspace and 
environmental factors were compared on the baSIS of arr distance flown, altitude profiles used 
and outside arr temperature. Flight distances were compared in air miles so that the effects of 
wind speed and direction could be accounted for. The flight proflles also were mspected for 
evidence of air traffic control (ATe) intervention such as speed control, vectoring or holding. 
Figure 3 shows the average percentage of flight dIstance spent in climb, cruise and descent as 
a function of air miles flown for the UA flights reaching an altitude of 3048m (10 000 ft) or 
greater. This altitude is referred to throughout the document as the "base altitude." Seventy 
eIght of the 80 flIghtS in the sample reached this altitude. The percentages plotted represented 
a graphical best fit to the UA flight data. Descents where excessive holding occurred also are 
noted on the figure and are included in the data used to generate the descent from cruise to 
base altitude. The specIfic descent points show the substantial scatter (excessive descent 
distance) mdicative of long delay SItuatIOns. 
FIgure 4 shows the altitude-distance envelope for the collection of flIghtS. Specifically noted 
are those flights where more than one cruise altltude was recorded (12 of the 80 flIghtS). 
FlIghts with early descents and holding, and step descents, are a subset of the exceSSIve delay 
flights noted in the previous figure. 
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Figure 3. Effect of Total Flight DIstance on Fltght Phase Percentage 
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Figure 4. Correlation of Cruise Altitude with Flight Distance 
Figure 5 shows the distnbution of t~ke-off weights for the collection of flights, and plots for 
each weight category, the envelope of specific range (kIlometers flown per kilogram of fuel 
consumed) as a function of flIght distance. The figure indicates the correlation of weight and 
flight distance with fuel mileage measured as specific range. The selected flights were checked 
to ensure that for their respective weights and flight distances they were near the middle of the 
specific range envelope. 
The distributIon of flight distances above base altitude with altitude is shown in FIgure 6. The 
flights are grouped into short-range proflles of less than 648 km (350 nmi), medIUm-range 
segments of 648 to 1389 km (350 to 750 nmi), and long-range flights of 1389 km (750 nmi) 
or more. 
Approximately 30% of the flights were classified as medIUm range. These flights were between 
major terminals with typical city pairs that included: Boston-Chicago, Los Angeles-Denver, 
11 
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40 
and Washington, D.C.-Chicago. Table 1 presents characteristics of the reference flight 
compared to average values for all the medium-range flights. 
Approximately 50% of the recorded flights were classified as short-range. Most of these flights 
connected a feeder airport with a major terminal area. Typical city pairs for the short-range 
flights mcluded: Chicago-Des Moines, Los Angeles-Fresno, and San Francisco-Fresno. Mean 
values of flIght parameters were calculated for all short-range flights. A typical short-range 
flight closely approximating these average values was selected from the actual data. Table 2 
presents the average and selected flight values used in the comparison. 
Both the reference and selected short-range flIghts were found to be average to above average 
with respect to tnp fuel mileage (given the range and take-offweight of the flights) Both flIghts 
also were typical in terms of distribution of climb, cruise and descent segment dIstances and 
cruIse altitude. 
4.1.3 Flight Procedures Analysis 
This section examines the airspeeds and engme pressure ratio (EPR) values employed for 
the airlIne flights. Of the 80 flights comprismg the data sample, only data from those 
reaching a cruising altitude of 8839m (29 000 ft) or above were extracted for this analYSIS. 
Forty-three of the 80 flights are mcluded in this category. Reference flight procedures were 
compared WIth the 43 flights to ensure that the airspeed and engine settings used were typical. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Reference Flight and Average of Medium-Range Flight Parameters 
Parameter R,ference flkl\t Mean value 
Cruise distanc:e, 
km (nm!) 1 087 (687.2) 980 (620.0) 
Cruise altitude. 
m (tt) 10068 (33000) 10226 (33650) 
Planned take-off welght. 
kg (lb) 66 228 (143 BOO) 67722 (149300) 
Planned lero fuel weight 
kg (lb) 54 024 (119 100) 55598 (122 570) 
Table 2. Comparison of Selected Short-Range Flight and Average of Short-Range 
Flight Parameterr 
Parameter Selected fl ~t Melin value 
Flight distance. 
km (nm!) 72.7 (160.3) 76.2 (165.7) 
Cruise altitude, 
m (ft) 7 316 (24 000) 7 040 (23 100) 
Take-off gross weight. 
kg (Ib) 62642 (138 100) 62824 (138500) 
Zero fuel weight. 
kg (Ib) 51 846 (114300) 62209 (115 100) 
Data on the distribution of airspeeds and of EPR settmgs were denved as a function of altitude 
for climb, cruise and descent. The flights cruising at lower altitudes were excluded since their 
inclusion would obscure, at a given altitude, chmb or descent versus cruise values. The 43 
flights reaching 8839m (29 000 ft) closely correspond to the medium-range and long-range 
flights discussed in Section 4.1.2. Climb, cruise and descent procedures employed for both 
classes of flights were essentially identical; therefore, data from both were combined for 
comparison with the reference flight. 
For the 43 flights the average cruismg altitude was 10 211m (33 500 ft) and the average cruise 
Mach number was 0.81. The average climb speed was about 165 mls (320 kcas), transitioning 
to a climb Mach of 0.80. Standard climb and descent profiles employ constant calibrated air-
speed schedules (CAS) at low altitudes and constant Mach speed schedules at higher altitudes. 
Compared with climb, the average descent was somewhat slower, and the mean descent speed 
schedule not as characteristic of a Mach-to-calibrated airspeed profile. The somewhat irregular 
descent-speed profile is related to a significant number of very low speed descents into airports 
typically experiencing substantial delays (Chicago-O'Hare, Qeveland-Hopkins, etc.) The 
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average speed schedule IS summarized in FIgure 7 and the corresponding average EPR profIle is 
summarized in Figure 8. For the descent, some power IS employed to about 6706 to 70 10m 
(22 000 to 23 000 ft) when the average setting is reduced to near idle. 
The climb speed envelope is shown in Figure 9. In this figure, the minimum, mean, and 
maximum speeds for the 43 flights are shown with the mean plus or minus one standard 
deviation. The reference flight climb speed schedule also is shown. The reference flight 
schedule lies between the mean and mean plus one standard deviation in the CAS portion of the 
climb, and closely approximates the mean speed of the 43 flights in the Mach portIOn of the 
climb. The corresponding EPR envelope for climb is shown m FIgure 10. Agam, the reference 
flight schedule is shown and lies between the mean and mean-plus-one standard deviation lines. 
The EPR schedule for the reference flight is the average value for the three engines. Some 
decrease in the minimum EPR schedule line at altitudes above 7620m (25 000 ft) IS seen as 
some of the flights approach cruise altItude . 
The descent speed envelope m FIgure 11 shows a substantially greater spread of speeds at all 
altitudes when compared to the clImb envelope. The maXImum speeds for descent are 
approximately the same as those for clImb, but the minimum speeds are much slower because of 
the number of flights WIth delays included. Sixteen of the flights showed a marked deviation 
from the average allocation of range to the various flIght segments as shown in FIgure 3. These 
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16 flights were charactenzed by early departure from cruise and step descents. The flights were 
into airports with delay problems (e.g., Chicago-O'Hare). The exclusion of these fhghts would 
have caused the mean descent speed for let-down to be higher than the cltmb speeds, but their 
inclusion reversed this comparison. The reference flight speed proflle lies between the mean and 
mean-plus-one standard devIation hnes, except near 10 058m (33 000 ft) cruise altitude where 
the speed is shghtly lower, and between about 4267 and 5486m (14 000 and 18 000 ft) where 
the speed increases to near the maximum value of the envelope. 
The EPR envelope for descent is shown in Figure 12. The reference flight proflle is typical m 
carrying some power (EPR values of 1.35 to 1.45) from cruise to about 7010m (23 000 ft), 
then cuttmg the throttle to idle for the balance of the descent to base altitude. 
In summary, the reference flight lies well within the normal range of speed and EPR values 
(plus or minus one standard deviation), except for a brief speed excursion in descent. The 
megularity of the reference proflle speed schedule in the CAS portion of the climb and descent 
was typical of the 43 flights, with the closer adherence to a single Mach lme m climb and 
descent also typical. 
4.2 SELECTED FLIGHT DESCRIPTIONS 
The following sections describe the reference (medium-range) and selected short-range flIghtS. 
The altitude, Mach number, EPR values and measured outside ambient temperature are shown 
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plotted as a function of elapsed time. Only the portion of the flights above base altitude were 
included. The summarized flight parameters for the two flights are: 
Reference (medium-range) flIght 
Short-range flight 
Ttme, 
sec 
4631 
1310 
4.2.1 Reference (Medium-Range) Flight Description 
DIstance, 
km (nmI) 
Fuel, 
kg (lb) 
1089 (588.1) 5121 (11 290) 
297 (160.3) 1801 (3970) 
FIgure 13 shows the altItude-time proftle of the reference flIght. Climb from base altitude to 
10 058m (33 000 ft) took from about 300 to 1200 seconds and descent to base altitude from 
4200 to about 4900 seconds. The corresponding Mach number flown is shown in Figure 14. 
The acceleration to a climb Mach of about 0.80 was followed by cruise at Mach numbers 
varying between about 0.795 and 0.815. The descent Mach reached almost 0.83 then decreased 
(wIth one brief increase at about 4700 sec.) to 0.50 at base altitude. The EPR schedules for the 
three engines shown in Figure 15 reflect the typical climb, cruise and descent procedures. Some 
power was maintained on descent for about half of the time. Figure 16 shows that flight 
temperatures were considerably below standard day: climb averaging 10°C below standard day, 
and descent about 150 C below. CrUIse temperature also showed some vanation, ranging from 
-600 C at the beginmng of cruIse to -51 °c near the end of cruise. 
4.2.2 Selected Short-Range Flight Description 
FIgure 17 shows the altitude proftle for the selected short-range flight. The presence of a brief 
cruise segment in the short-range flight is characteristic of the airline proftles. In thls case about 
5 minutes cruise was flown out of almost 22 minutes of flight above base altItude. The cruise 
occupied the elapsed flight time from approximately 900 to 1200 seconds. The Mach number 
proftle is shown in Figure 18. The cltmb shows generally increasing Mach values with some 
levehng-off at Mach numbers between 0.60 and 0.65 and between 0.70 and 0.75. A cruise 
Mach value of about 0.81 was attamed sometime before the cruise altItude of 7315m 
(24 000 ft) was reached and maintained for sometime after leaving cruise altItude. EPR values 
for the flIght shown in Figure 19 reflect typical climb, cruise and descent proftles. In descent, 
the EPR levels were decreased from a cruise value of 1.7 to about 1.2 and then further 
decreased to Idle. The outside air temperature proftle for the flight is shoWJl in FIgure 20. The 
temperature proftle for the short-range flight approximated the standard day proftle. 
4.3 EVALUATION MODEL 
The model used to measure benefits of the IEM concept is adapted from the Boeing Standard 
Simulation Model (SSM) of the 727-200. The model is a modularized engineering simulation of 
the airplane. It was designed to be broad enough in scope to be used for various engineering 
analyses, including pilot handling quality studies, flight test data matching for aerodynamic data 
development, accident investigations, fllght proftle development analyses, thrust dynamlcs 
studIes, flight path noise investigations, wind shear studies, etc. 
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The SSM was modIfied for use in the IEM study in several respects: 
• The model was translated into MIMIC, a Fortran IV pre-compiler, used to solve 
systems of differential equatIons that may have nonlinearitIes 
• The model runs faster than real time 
• The model was simplified to represent 3-degrees-of-freedom 
• The pItch-mode autopIlot was extended to incorporate additional modes (indi-
cated airspeed hold, verttcal speed hold, etc.) 
• An eqUIvalent airspeed-hold-mode autothrottle was added 
• The IEM guidance algoothms were incorporated 
The IEM study SSM consisted of eight basic modules. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
An atmosphere model 
An aerodynamic model 
An engine model 
The rigid body equatIOns of motion (3-degrees-of-freedom) 
Trim computatIOn logic 
Autopilot lOgIC 
Equivalent alfspeed-hold mode autothrottle 
IEM guidance algorithms 
FIgure 21 summanzes the basic modules and thelf interrelatIOnships in the IEM guidance 
configuratIOn. 
A descriptIOn of each of the model elements (except the IEM mechanizatIon, discussed in 
sec. 4.6) is included m AppendIx A. 
4.4 REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE SIMULATION 
The followmg is a detailed diSCUSSIOn of simulatIOn of the reference (medIUm-range) flight 
segment in the fast-time model of the 727-200. Flight-related inputs to the model included' 
• Distance flown above base altttude 
• Cruise altItude 
• Weight at base altItude 
• EPR schedules 
• Alfspeed schedules 
• Atmospheric data 
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The model was run to the specified distance and the resultant time and fuel bums in the model 
were compared to the in-flight measured data. The output fuel consumptIon provided a 
reference agrunst which to measure !EM algonthm benefits. FIgure 22 summarizes the reference 
profile simulation approach. The following sections descnbe the model Inputs for the reference 
flight (4.4.1) and the model results and validatIOn (4.4.2). 
4.4.1 Reference Flight Simulation Inputs 
Inputs to the reference flight simulation included climb and descent indIcated-airspeed 
schedules (fig. 23), and climb, cruise and descent EPR schedules (fig. 24, 25 and 26). The 
airspeed schedules were used in the model as target airspeeds for the autopilot. The EPR 
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schedules were input to the engine model as commanded EPR values. For climb and descent, 
airspeeds and EPR settings were determmed as a function of altItude. In cruise, the EPR 
schedules were stored as a function of time in cruise. Outside ambient temperature values also 
were mput to the model in table look-up format. The reference flight was flown for a complete 
clImb and descent against the input conditions and for selected portions of the cruise. A 
complete cruIse simulation was not run because of computer processmg expense. Instead, 
representative porhons of the cruise were selected and resultant performance and fuel-bum 
values extrapolated to the total cruise segment. 
4.4.2 Reference Flight Results and Validation 
A companson of VA flIght-measured parameters of time, distance and fuel to model derived 
values is summarized in Table 3. The summary comparison shows close agreement wIth respect 
to time. Distance values were in exact agreement smce the model was run to the measured 
distance. The fuel values agreed to WIthin 6.5%. Approximately 3% of this discrepancy is 
attributable to known differences in modeled and actual engine configuratIOn assumptIons. 
The balance of the modeled and measured dIfference is withm the expected performance van-
ance among specific aircraft WIth the same aIrframe and engIne types. The fuel flow dIffer-
ences between modeled and measured data, whde sigmficant when compared to fuel savrngs 
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Table 3. Model Data Versus Flight Measurements 
United Airlines flight measurements Computed by standard simulation model 
Time, sec Distance, Fuel, kg (lb) km (nmi) 
Climb 932 213.2 (115.1) 1674 ( 3690) 
CrUise 3031 722.7 (390.2) 3062 ( 6750) 
Descent 668 153.3 ( 82.8) 386 ( 850) 
Composite 4631 1089.2 (588.1) 5121 (11 290) 
Error 
*About 3% of fuel difference attributable to differences In 
modeled and actual engine bleed assumptions, etc. 
Time, sec Distance, Fuel, kg (lb) km (nml) 
935 212.6 (1148) 1555 ( 3429) 
2991 717.8 (387.6) 2872 ( 6333) 
700 158.7 ( 85.7) 361 ( 795) 
4626 1089.2 (588.1) 4787 (10557) 
-0.1% 0.0 -6.5%* 
for IEM (sec. 4 7), do not InvalIdate the saVIngs determined. These dIfferences introduce errors 
pnmarily of a systematic or fixed-bias type. The IEM benefits were determIned by comparing, 
In the model, airlIne flight-measured versus IEM profiles and procedures, where the bIas errors 
are self-cancellIng. 
Oimb Profile Comparison-Figure 27 compares climb performance of the model and the actual 
aIrcraft and shows some slight dIfference in initial rate of climb. Overall, the modeled time to 
clImb of 935 sec agreed closely with the measured value of 932 sec. 
The modeled rate-of-cllmb exceeded that of the UA aircraft when the difference between 
pressure altitude and absolute (energy) altitude was conSIdered. USIng the outSIde air 
temperature profile measured for the flight and the hydrostatIc equation relatIng atmosphenc 
densIty to absolute altitude: 
dp = - pgdz 
where p = p/(gRT A) 
The absolute altitude was estimated for the reference flight at the cruise pressure altitude of 
10 058m (33000 ft). For the reference flight, the energy altitude was approximately 9693m 
(31 800 ft). Based on the lower energy altitude for the actual aIrcraft, the measured and 
modeled rates of climb compared as' 
FlIght measured rate-of-c1imb 
Model computed rate-of-climb 
7.1 mls (23.4 ft/s) 
7.5 mls (24.6 ft/s) 
FIgure 28 shows the close agreement of the target calibrated airspeed values versus those 
achieved using the calibrated-airspeed hold mode of the autopilot. The aIrSpeed error was less 
than 2 mls (4 kn) at all altitudes. 
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Figure 29 shows measured and modeled fuel flow rates for all engines as a function of altitude. 
The computed fuel flow tracks consistently with the measured value, but is about 7% low. 
Several minor engine differences explain about half of this dIscrepancy. The UA aIrcraft has 
two pod and one center engInes, whereas the modeled aircraft in the SSM assumed all pod 
engines. The UA aircraft probably was operating with normal 8th stage air conditIOning 
airbleed on the pod engines (data not available), whereas the model did not take air-
conditioning airbleed into account. Finally, the UA aircraft engines are Pratt & WhItney 
JTSD-7s, while the model represented JTSD-9s. Performance manual data indIcate a dIffer-
ence of about 3% between the reference flIght engme configuration and the modeled engme 
configuration. Fuel flow measurement error for the UA 727-200 is on the order of 0.5%. The 
remaining fuel flow discrepancy is well within the performance vanation in fuel consumption 
for specific aircraft of the same airframe and engme type. 
Cruise Fuel Flow Comparison-For the cruise stmulation, measured Mach numbers and aIrspeeds 
agreed WIth modeled values to within 1.5%. FIgure 30 compares, for the first minutes of cruise, 
the measured and modeled values of fuel flow for the three engines. The modeled crUIse value 
was about 6% below the measured value. 
Descent ProfIle Comparison-Figure 31 compares the modeled and measured altItude versus 
time history for the descent. While the shape of the two curves agrees closely, the magmtude of 
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the discrepancy in rate of descent is somewhat greater than that for chmb. As in climb, the 
dlfference between pressure and absolute (or energy) altitude was signlficant. At top of 
descent, the pressure altitude of 10 058m (33000 ft) corresponded to an absolute altitude of 
about 9632m (31 600 ft). In addition to this dlscrepancy, spollers probably were deployed as 
speed brakes in descent, however data on therr use were not avatlable. A third factor, speed 
trackmg error, is shown in Flgure 32 as target airspeed minus the actual descent rurspeed. The 
greater airspeed fluctuations in descent created a more difficult schedule for the autopilot to 
track, resulting in speed errors of almost 5 mls (10 kn) at one point. 
Flgure 33 compares the measured and modeled fuel flows for the three engines as a function of 
descent altitude. As in climb and cruise, the modeled values are lower (about 11 %) than the 
measured values. Causes of this discrepancy (in addition to the differences in bleed assumed 
and engme type prevlOusly discussed for chmb validation) include the rate of descent dlfference 
and the lack of UA measured EPR values below 1.00. It was assumed for the descent that a 
read-out of EPR 1.00 was the corresponding idle thrust EPR for the altitude and Mach number. 
The resultant EPR schedule error due to thls assumption is small. ' 
4.5 SELECTED ENERGY GUIDANCE APPROACH: SPECIFIC ENERGY 
This section descnbes the approach used for the development of an energy gUldance algonthm 
and mcludes an overview of the development of the concept of specific energy, a summary of 
the guidance equations for each flight phase and a diSCUSSIOn of the advantages and hmltattons 
of the selected approach usmg the concept of specific energy as a parameter. 
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4.5.1 Specific Energy Concept Development 
The classIcal point mass, steady state solution to the equations of motion of an airplane relates 
rate of climb (or descent) to thrust, drag and weight terms (assuming the angle of climb IS 
small): 
dh V (t' V dV) 
-= - (T-O) 1+- 0 -
dt W g dh 
where h = aircraft altitude 
t = tIme 
V = velocity 
W = weIght 
T = thrust 
0= drag 
g = acceleration of gravity 
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FIgure 34 shows rate of clImb (dh/dt) versus calibrated airspeed for a 727-200 under standard 
day conditions. These data were generated from a pomt-mass, steady-state model employing 
performance manual values for aircraft thrust and drag. A standard approach to mmimizmg 
fuel m climb IS to maxlffiize rate of climb so that time spent at low, fuel-mefficient altitudes is 
minimized. Maximum rate of climb is found by determinmg, at every altitude, the airspeed 
that gives the largest value of dh/dt (shown by a dashed lIne). The maXlffium rate-of-climb 
concept is analogous to a minlffium-angle (maxlffium-range) descent concept. 
RutowskI, in 1954, formulated the equations of motion of arrcraft in terms of specific energy 
(ref 1). SpeCIfic energy IS defined as the sum of the potential and kInetic energies of the aircraft 
divided by aircraft weight. 
2 
E/W= h+V /2g 
where E/W is the aircraft specific energy 
A formulatlOn analogous to rate of cllffib then can be denved for specific energy rate of change. 
d V 
- E/W=-(T-D) 
dt W 
dh 
which IS a simple form of the previous expreSSIon for dt (impliCItly mcorporating the 
acceleration factor V ~~). Rutowski also formulated an expresslOn to maximIze rate of change of 
specific energy per ffound of fuel expended, as. 
d V 
- (E/W) =- (T - D)/ Toa 
dWf W 
where W f = fuel weight 
a = thrust specific fuel consumption 
FIgure 35 shows contours of constant rate of change of specific energy per pound of fuel 
expended for a 727-200. The dotted Ime indicates the maximal (with respect to energy state, 
not altitude) rate of change of energy per pound of fuel. Flying the airspeed schedule mdicated 
WIll provide a minimum fuel trajectory between two energy states. The airspeed schedule wIll 
not, however, prOVIde minimum fuel to a fixed range. 
4.5.2 Summary of Guidance Equations 
Zagalsky and others (ref 2), m 1971 formulated the solution to the problem of mmimum fuel 
to a fixed range. Usmg optlffium control techmques, an equation was derived based on speCIfic 
energy. This formulation mvolved maxlffiizatlon of the functlOn: 
T-Dj~aoTJ (aoTJ ] 
----W-/ ~VJCL - \VJ
CR 
at a given energy state 
where fa;-r.\ is the climb fuel effiCIency factor in fuel weIght per umt distance 
\ kL (a ° 'f\ 
and VkR is the corresponding cruIse efficiency factor. 
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The resultIng contours of constant rate of change of specific energy per pound of fuel, with 
the cruise efficIency factor Incorporated, are shown in FIgure 36. The dotted hne IS the 
calIbrated aIrspeed schedule for minimum fuel to a fixed range trajectory. The evaluatIon of 
thIS trajectory In a pOInt-mass 727-200 performance model venfles the fuel mInImIzatIon 
to a fixed range, compared wIth parametrically optImized constant caltbrated airspeed/con-
stant Mach climbs, as discussed In Appendix B. 
Analagous techmques can be used to determine the cruise mimmIzatIon method. For cruise, 
the aIrspeed schedule IS determined by minimizing a~D at cruise altitude. Similarly, the 
mimmum fuel descent is obtained by mImmIZIng the functIOn: 
(D-1~'Tl -&.~ J 
W V R V S where ~~T~S is the descent fuel efficIency factor. 
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For these fonnulations, the climb throttle settIng corresponds to the maximum climb engIne 
pressure ratIo schedule; cruIse throttle thrust settIng provIdes operatIon at the aIrspeed 
minimIzing the cruise function, and the descent throttle setting IS at idle Recent work by 
Erzberger (ref. 3) and others has extended the specific energy optimIzation techniques to mini-
mum cost traJectones and to throttle optImizatIon schedules for climb-to-cruise and cruise-
to-descent transitions. For the development of !EM algorithms, the climb, cruise and descent 
specific energy functIons to minimize fuel consumption to a fixed range were selected for 
mechamzation. The maximum climb, partIal cruise and mimmum throttle schedules also were 
assumed. Details of the algorithms developed are dIscussed in Section 4.6. 
4.5.3 Advantages and Limitations of the Specific Energy Concept 
) 
The specific energy guidance fonnulatIOn is compared WIth alternative energy guidance 
techniques in Appendix B. An evaluation is made of the alternatives In tenns of fuel burn and 
flIght time by flight phase. Alternative techniques considered include handbook schedules and 
optImized airspeed/Mach and calculus-of-vanations schedules. The handbook schedules 
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contain recommended airspeed/Mach values for climb, cruise and descent to be used as a guide 
to airlIne flight planning. The specific energy approach was selected since it provided: 
• Fuel performance as good as, or better than, that of any of the other techniques 
investigated 
• An energy-state based formulation 
• A formulation compatIble with the real-tune, aircraft-denved guidance objectives of IEM 
• A method combining relative computatIOnal simplicity and operational flexibility 
As indicated in Appendix B, the specific energy optimized trajectories consIstently provIded 
minimum fuel to a fixed range. Significant gains were shown compared to handbook schedules, 
but only slIght fuel savings (0.1-0.2%) compared to optImized aIrspeed/Mach schedules. 
Figures 37 and 38 compare the optimal rates of change of specific energy per pound of fuel for 
climb and descent versus various constant calibrated airspeed/Mach schedules. The figures 
indicate the approximatIOn to an optunum energy schedule by selected constant cahbrated 
airspeed/Mach schedules. The figures also indicate the SUbstantial energy penalty in climb 
Imposed by the 129 m/s (250 kn) speed restriction below base altitude. The FAA restrictIOn 
limits speed in the hIgh density airspace regIOn as a safety measure. 
Rate of change of energy as an optimizatIOn parameter is compatIble with the aIrcraft state 
sensing objectIve of IEM. The determInation of altitude, speed, mass and fuel flow allows 
aIrcraft-sensed estimates of rate of change of energy per pound of fuel flow. However, the 
implementatIon of a closed-loop on-board state sensing and control algorithm was concluded 
to be feasible only in the cruise state, as discussed In Section 4.6. For climb and descent, the 
rate of change of optimal energy state with altitude does not allow sufficient tune for on-board 
determinatIOn of best speed schedule. Therefore, energy climb and descent algonthms were 
derived emploYIng stored performance data. These algonthms require thrust, drag and fuel 
flow information, as specified in Section 4.6. 
The use of stored basic performance data to denve trajectories results in both computational 
and operational SImplicIty and flexibility. By specifying basic aircraft performance, the best 
schedule can be computed for gIven flight conditions, and the ability to alter the performance 
allows assessment of off-nominal performance. As an example, Table 4 compares three clImb 
schedules. The first assumed full thrust to generate the energy schedule. The second, a 5% 
de-rated clImb, required 20 lb of addItIonal fuel. The third, a re-optunized climb schedule, used 
only one additional pound over the onginal schedule (at a cost of 55 sec.). This example 
illustrates the potentIal for operatIonal fleXIbility of the specific energy approach over pre-
computed trajectories, for which it is dIfficult to evaluate strategIes for off-nominal 
performance. 
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Energy 
schedule 
assumption 
100% EPR 
100% EPR 
95% EPR 
Table 4. Potential Benefits of Thrust Derating 
Climb Fuel, 
thrust kg (lb) 
used 
100% EPR 2479 (5466) 
95% EPR 2488 (5486) 
95% EPR 2480(5467) 
Assumptions: 
.68040 kg (150000 Ib) gross weight 
• Climb to 10 668m (35000 ft) at 
long-range cruise mach (0.797) 
.370 km (200 nml) distance 
Time, 
sec 
1662 
, 
1696 
1717 
Delta 
fuel, 
% 
-
04 
0.0 
The specific energy approach also accomodates to extensIOn of best climb and descent strategies 
below base altitude, as shown in Figures 39 and 40. Best climb speed varies from almost 
179 mls (330 kcas) at low altltude to 134 m/s (260 kcas) at cruise. Best descent speed ranges 
from 121 to 137 m/s (235 to 265 kcas). EspecIally for clImb, the FAA speed restnctlon 
represents an energy cost. Also, the greater the CAS vanatIOn In climb or descent, the less 
satisfactonly a sIngle CAS or Mach/CAS schedule will be able to approximate the energy 
schedule 
The specific energy approach selected for the development of the IEM algonthms represents a 
good compromise between fuel minimization, operational flexibility and airborne computing 
burden. The development of IEM algonthms for a 727-200 is readily generalized to other 
aircraft models, only the stored climb and descent performance data would need to be 
re-programmed. The specific energy optimized trajectones are based on simplifying 
assumptions: 
• The lift in climb and descent is assumed equal to the aircraft weight 
• Fuel burned while climbing or descendIng IS neglected in the weight term 
• Throttles are assumed maximum in climb and minimum in descent 
• The cruise boundary condition is considered in the chmb and descent formulatIOn, 
but the base altitude condition is not 
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The Chebychev Trajectory OptimIzation Program (croP) discussed in Appendix B provided a 
first Iteration appraisal of an angle-of-attack optimum climb schedule. The results of the 
Chebychev optimization were not significantly better than the specific energy trajectory results, 
although continued development of the techmque should provIde some gains. Probably the 
most cntical factor neglected m the IEM fonnulatIon was the throttle transItion between chmb 
and cruise, and cruIse and descent. Recent studIes (ref 3 and 4) mdicate further fuel savings of 
approXImately I % when both aIrspeed and throttle are included as controls. WIth such tech-
niques, optimal throttle schedules from chmb-to-cruise and from crUIse-to-descent transitions 
can be denved at the cost of mcreased complexIty in the mechamzation of the energy gUIdance 
algonthms. 
4.6 INTEGRATED ENERGY MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS 
This sectIon detaIls the climb, crUIse and descent algorithms that were developed to generate 
the energy guidance mstructIons. Table 5 provides an overvIew of the !EM guidance functIOn, 
the data reqUIred to evaluate the guidance functIon, and the associated autopilot and throttle 
modes. MechanizatIon of the clImb and descent functions was through commands generated 
in an open-loop mode based on initIal condItions and stored perfonnance data. For cruise, 
however, an algonthm to maXImIze speCIfic range was developed based on aIrcraft sensed speed, 
acceleratIOn. weIght and fuel flow parameters. 
4.6.1 Qimb and Descent Algorithms 
The ongmallEM study concept for climb optimizatIOn was maXImization of rate of clImb. ThIS 
concept was found to be impractIcal, for reasons discussed below, and was replaced by the 
open-loop concept utilizing stored perfonnance data. The origmal concept was to seek the 
optImum climb rate by measuring rate of climb while varying the aircraft pitch angle. Several 
difficulties were encountered. The rate of climb parameter does not optImize climb fuel to a 
fixed range, although it is a fair approxImation for optImizmg clImb fuel between two altItudes. 
Table 5. MechanizatIon OvervIew of Integrated Energy Management Algorithm 
Flight mode Integrated energy Data required Autopilot mode Throttle 
management gUidance 
Climb MaXimum rate of Thrust Indicated airspeed MaXimum climb 
change of speCifiC Drag hold engme pressure ratio 
energy per Unit weight Fuel flow schedule 
of fuel 
Cruise MaXimize speCifiC Airspeed Altitude hold EqUivalent airspeed 
range Accel eratl on hold autothrottle 
Fuel flow 
Descent Minimize rate of Thrust Indicated airspeed Idle engine pressure 
change of speCifiC Drag hold ratio schedule 
energy per Unit weight Fuel flow 
of fuel 
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A second difficulty involved sensing the maximum rate of climb in real-time. FIgure 34 shows 
the rate of climb for a maximum climb EPR schedule for the 727-200. The figure indIcates the 
relative insensitivity of rate of climb to arrspeed (achieved by varying pItch angle) compared to 
change in altitude. For climb rates typical of the 727-200, and time requrred for the aircraft to 
stabilize at a new climb speed, an energy controller would be unable to achieve the successive 
samples of rate of climb (even with the incorporation of acceleration terms) necessary to 
converge to a maximum rate at a given altitude. 
The same dIfficulty is intrinsic in a closed-loop specific energy mechanIzation. Figure 35 shows 
contours of constant rate of change of energy per pound of fuel flow, with best climb track 
shown as a dotted Ime. The rate of change of energy varies from almost 10 energy feet 
(h + v2/2g) per pound of fuel at base altitude to about 3 energy feet per pound at 12 668m 
(35 000 ft) for the condItions noted. In climb and descent, energy changes are small for 
changes in airspeed and tIme would not be available to obtam multiple samples. 
When range factor is incorporated into the energy formulation, the inclusion of the crUIse range 
term further complicates the problem of on-board sensing of an optimal conditlOn. Figure 36 
shows climb energy contours WIth the range factor considered. The figure shows the flat energy 
gradIent minima with respect to airspeed at a given deIta-energy, delta-fuel level. 
The climb algorithm formulated m the IEM study used stored performance information to 
generate the chmb guidance trajectory. Figure 41 summanzes the climb guidance lOgiC 
developed for IEM m 10 basic computational steps. Olmb imtlaliza tIon, Step 1, prOVIdes 
• Input of initial altitude and velocity 
• Estimated initial weight input 
• Computation of imtial specific energy 
• Input of planned cruise altitude and velocity 
• Computation of final specific energy 
Step 2 involves iteration of the specific energy state of the arrcraft from mitial to final (cruise 
condItion) value. At each value of specific energy, a sequence of computations (Steps 3 through 
8) are performed to determine the combinatlOn of altitude and velocity for WhICh the climb 
functlOn IS to be maximized. 
Within Step 2, a velocity iteration, Step 3, is performed from a minimum to a maXlffium value. 
At each velocity (given the energy state) the correspondmg altitude (Step 4) and reqUIred 
atmosphere parameters (Step 5) are computed: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Determine h = E/W - V2/2g 
Compute temperature ratio 
Compute pressure ratio 
Compute denSIty 
Compute total temperature 
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The next computation, Step 6, involves the detenninatlOn of thrust, drag and fuel flow values 
for the altitude and velocity being considered: 
• Compute CL = W/YzPy
2S where S is the wing area 
• Detennine CD = f (Cl' Mach) 
• Compute D = Yz CDP Y2S 
• Detennine EPR = f (total temperature); .1EPR = f (altitude) 
• Detennine T /6 = f (Mach, EPR, .1EPR) 
• Compute T = T/6 X 6 
• Detennine a = f(T/6, Mach, altitude) 
The numerical value of the specific energy maximization function (Step 7) 
T - ~ / fI(Toa\ (Toa) J WI ~ V/- V CR IS evaluated, 
(ToaJ. where - IS the cruIse fuel per dIstance factor. y CR 
The current value of the function is saved. When all velocities have been evaluated, the largest 
of the computed values is detennined (Step 8), with the associated velocity, altItude and engme 
pressure ratIos. These values are used to construct tables of velocity versus altItude and engIne 
pressure ratio versus altitude as the successive energy states are evaluated. The fmal two 
algonthm steps (9 and 10) involve the output of the velocity versus altitude schedule to the 
autopilot to provIde a .1YIAS error SIgnal in the lAS-hold mode and an EPR versus altItude 
schedule to the autothrottle to provIde an EPR error signal in the EPR-hold mode. 
The descent guidance lOgIc developed for IBM is summanzed in two figures. The logic to 
provide the specific energy optimized airspeed and engine pressure ratio schedules as a function 
of altitude is shown in Figure 42 The additional lOgIc to predict the point of descent is 
summarized in FIgure 43. 
The descent energy guidance functional lOgIC of FIgure 42 contains 10 steps, as in the clImb 
lOgIC process. Two steps dIffer from those of the clImb lOgIC the use of idle descent thrust 
instead of maXImum climb thrust (Step 6), and the replacement of the climb maXImIzation 
functIon by the descent mimmization functIon (Step 7). 
The descent thrust, drag and fuel flow calculation step involves' 
• Compute CLas in clImb 
• Detennme CD as in climb 
• Compute drag as in climb 
• Detennine idle EPR = f (total temperature, Mach) 
• Detennme idle T = f (Mach, altitude) 
• Detennine idle a = f (Mach, altitude) 
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Figure 42. Functional Logic for Descent Guidance Mode 
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Figure 43. Functional Logic for Point of Descent 
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The numerical value of the specific energy function to be minimized in descent 
~~~)CR -\~a1] 
where (ToaJ is the cruise fuel per dIstance factor. 
VlCR 
In addition to the guidance functional logic, provisIOns for point-of-descent predictIOn are 
incorporated in the descent algorithm as shown in Figure 43. The point-of-descent predIction 
involves the determination of the descent trajectory in the algonthm. The computed dIstance 
to descent IS then compared to the dIstance to go, to determine the point at which the descent 
should be Imtiated. Nme steps are involved m the determmatIOn of the requued let-down 
distance. The time and distance to decelerate (or accelerate) from cruise velocIty to the imtIal 
value of the descent speed schedule is determined, assummg idle deceleration or maXImum 
cruise thrust acceleration (Step 1). The altitude is iterated by 152m (500 ft) steps from cruIse 
altItude to the base altitude for the IBM flights (Step 2). For each altItude interval, the reqUired 
atmosphere parameters (density and total temperature) are computed (Step 3). The drag and 
thrust forces are computed as in the analagous descent energy guidance computation (Step 4). 
The computatIOn of acceleration factor and rate of descent (Step 5) used the standard pomt-
mass, steady-state descent equations. 
dh = V(D - T) / [1 + V 0 dV] 
dt W g dh 
V dV 
where g 0 dh is the acceleratIOn factor. 
The time to descend the altitude mterval is computed by divIdmg the interval by the rate of 
descent (Step 6). A deceleratIOn (or acceleratIOn) calculatIOn at the final altitude ends the 
descent with the aircraft at the specified energy state (Step 7). The total dIstance to decelerate, 
descend, and agam decelerate IS computed (Step 8) and compared to the dIstance to go (Step 9). 
The algorithm assumes the availabihty of DME or an equivalent capabIlity to determine when to 
start the descent. The mechamzatIOn logic can incorporate wind profile effects, although zero 
wmd was assumed for the IBM apphcatIOns. 
4.6.2 Cruise Algorithm 
The development of an automatic energy manager to locate and acquue a best cruise operatmg 
state required consideratIOn of four basic problems 
1. Speed/thrust mstabIhty near maXImum range crUise speeds 
2 AlfSpeed/groundspeed optimIzatIOn 
3. Engme dynamics fuel penaltIes 
4. AIrcraft acceleratIOn response time constant 
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_Figure 44 shows the relationship between thrust requIred and thrust avrulable for one altItude 
and weIght condItion, as a function of Mach number, and for one value of engme pressure ratio. 
For the given thrust level there eXIst two steady-state operating Mach numbers. The higher 
Mach number has positive speed-thrust stability. Any disturbance (wind gust, etc.) will be 
compensated by the aIrcraft and the onginal Mach number WIll tend to be restored. At the 
lower intersection point, the original operating condItion will not tend to be restored. Once the 
aircraft thrust is less than the thrust required, the difference (deceleratlon) will tend to increase. 
The minimum thrust required Mach number is the maximum endurance operatmg pomt. The 
maximum range cruise point occurs at a higher Mach number (maximum Mach L/D). The Mach 
number for long-range cruise is defmed as occuring where a I % fuel penalty (in tenns of range) 
is accepted in order to prOVide more posItive speed stabilIty and decrease trip time. The IEM 
crUise algorithm investigates operatIOn at the maximum range cruising point and provides an 
automatic monitor/thrust controller to operate near the mInimum fuel speed. 
Since the objective of the optimIzation process in crUise IS to maximIze ground miles per pound 
of fuel bum, wind effects should be considered. FIgure 45 shows the change m maXImum range 
cruise Mach as a function of headwind. The effect of a headwind on fuel minimization is to 
reqUIre a higher operating rurspeed. Conversely, in a tailwind, the best fuel strategy is to reduce 
the aIrspeed. However, the speed stability consideratlons at airspeeds below the zero-wmd 
Thrust required 
Max cruise EPR thrust available 
MaXimum endurance mach number -==:=;----- Max range crUise mach number 
Long-range crUise mach number 
Cruise mach number 
Figure 44. Available Thrust Versus Required Thrust in Cruise 
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Figure 45. Wind Effects on Max Range CrUIse Mach Number 
maximum range cruise Mach number tend to prohibit operation. As an example of the impact 
of winds on fuel mileage, consider a 63 504·kg (140 000 Ib) 727-200 cruising at 10 668m 
(35 000 ft). The maximum range crUise Mach number IS about 0 75. In the presence of a 
51.4 mls (100 kn) headwind, increasmg the cruise Mach number to 0 785 WIll result in an 
improvement in fuel mileage of about 0.7%. In the still air case, increasing the Mach number 
from 0.75 to 0.785 would have decreased the fuel mileage by about 0.7%. The estimated 
average savmgs per flight would require an analysis of wind frequencies for various cruise 
altitudes and the corresponding fuel penalties. 
Because ground speed was not obtained from the airline measured data due to processing 
complexity, the onginal algorithm development assumed a zero wind environment and 
optimized with respect to nautical air miles. The extension of the algonthm to incorporate 
wind data (If available on-board the aircraft) would be straight-forward. In the case of a 
tall-wmd, speed reduction probably would be limited to the maximum range (zero wind) 
airspeed value. 
Figure 46 shows how fuel flow varies for one altitude as a function of engine pressure ratio and 
Mach number. Three engme operating states are considered' engine accelerating, steady-state 
so 
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Figure 46. Effect of Engine Operating State on Fuel Flow 
and deceleratmg. The development of a fuel-efficient cruise algonthm should provide most 
operation in the steady-state conditIon because rapid accelerations tend to produce fuel penaltIes 
The IEM cruise algorithm, once locating the optunum operating point, zeros the autothrottle 
error Signal. As long as the aircraft speed remains within an acceptable airspeed dead zone, no 
corrections are made. 
The next consideration in the development of the IEM cruise algonthm is the time taken by the 
alfcraft to reach an airspeed corresponding to a given thrust available. Figure 47 indicates the 
relatively long response tune required by the aircraft to reach an unaccelerated operating speed. 
The engine acceleration/deceleration time for the small changes in commanded EPR during 
cruise is only a few seconds; the aircraft, however, requires several minutes to stabilize. 
The technique developed for the IEM algorithm was to maximize V /wf where 
V = true airspeed 
wf = fuel flow 
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Instead of waiting for the aircraft to stabilize at an unaccelerated airspeed, the IEM search for 
best range occurs while thrust is not equal to drag. The difference, measurable as an 
acceleration, is converted into a fuel flow correction term by applying the thrust specific fuel 
consumption (TSFC). Thus, the fuel flow value used is the measured fuel flow plus a correction 
term: 
..1T=T-D=ma 
. 
• W hW 
..1wf=TSFC·..1T = TSFC (V • -+ -) 
P g Vp 
.... 
Q) 
LI 
E 
where: 
0.770 
~ 0.765 
~ 
u 
'" ~
0.760 
o 
..1T 
T 
D 
TSFC 
= excess thrust 
= thrust component of force 
= drag component of force 
= thrust specific fuel consumption 
= flight path acceleration 
= aircraft weight 
= acceleration of gravity 
= altitude rate, and 
= flight path velocity. 
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Figure 47. Velocity Convergence to Max Range Cruise Mach Number 
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An example of one specific range search is shown in Figures 48 through 50. These figures show 
the resultant Mach number, fuel flow and adjusted (steady-state) fuel flow, and sampled specific 
range for one altltude, weight and throttle setting. For the case shown, the aIrcraft was 
accelerated from Mach 0.70 through the target maximum range cruise Mach number (about 
0.757). The resultant estimates of specific range were based on a 5-sec sampling mterval, with 
several successively decreasing specific range values requIred to indicate a minimum. The 
sampling interval and multiple values were used as a simple smoothing technique. Some 
short-term oscillations in measured specific range were encountered due to thrust changes, 
stabllizer movement, etc. No atmospheric turbulence was assumed for the modelmg. The 
presence of moderate turbulence might require development of a more sophisticated sampling 
technique. In the presence of heavy turbulence the target (handbook) cruise Mach value mlght 
prove more reliable than a sampled value. Further study also would be required to establish 
airspeed decay times at maximum range cruise Mach for various turbulence levels. 
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Figure 48. Airspeed During Cruise Sampling 
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Figure 49. Fuel Flow Durmg CrUIse Samplmg 
The detalled logic flow developed for the IEM cruise algonthm and a vanable glossary are 
included as Append1x C. The lOgic was incorporated mto the evaluation model and used to 
provide error signals to the autopilot and authrottle for the cruise test cases. The IEM cru1se 
logic 1S summanzed in four steps. 
1. Search for the maX1mum range cru1se Mach at an assigned altitude and employmg 
real-time values of velocity, acceleration and fuel flow from airplane sensors 
(Mode 1) 
2. Engage the autothrottle to attam the optimum speed throttle position (Mode 2) 
3. Fix the throttles at the optimum pos1tion momtonng aIrspeed and weight (Mode 3) 
4. RemltIahze to Mode 1 or 2 as reqUIred 
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Figure 50. Estimated Specific Range 
4.6.3 Cruise Algorithm Sensor Requirements 
Figure 51 summarizes the inputs required for the IEM cruise algorithm mechanization: 
measured values of Mach number, equivalent airspeed, true airspeed, flight path acceleration, 
altitude, altItude rate, fuel flow and weight. Tabular values of specific fuel consumption and 
target Mach numbers are required. The IEM processes and output signals also are indicated. 
4.7 IEM SIMULATION OF REFERENCE FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
This section descnbes the application of the IEM algorithms to the reference flIght conditions 
in the Boeing SSM. The basic conditions of the reference flight imposed on the IEM 
sImulation were reference flight range above base altitude, cruise altitude, takeoff weight, and 
climb, cruise and descent temperature proflles. The IEM algorithms described in Section 4.6 
then were used to generate aIrspeed and engine pressure ratio commands to mmimize fuel to a 
specific range. The resultant time and fuel values were detennined in the SSM and compared 
with the reference flight results (described in sec. 4.4). 
The fixed range value was based on integrated true airspeeds of the reference flight. As 
groundspeeds were not available, a zero-wind condition was assumed for both the reference 
flight SImulation and the IEM simulation. A cruise altitude of 10 058m (33000 ft) was used, 
although this altitude is not optimal for fuel consumption at the reference flight weight. 
Flight distance at cruise altitude was adjusted for the IEM proflle climb and descent dIstances. 
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FIgure 51. Mechamzatlon for Integrated Energy Management Cruise Algorithm 
The IEM profile was dIvided into climb, cruise and descent segments. Weight was set to the 
comparable reference flIght weight at the beginning of each segment to ensure comparabIhty 
of performance of each segment. The weight discrepancy thus introduced was small, but 
resulted m the IEM simulation carrying a slight fuel weight penalty. 
Complete chmb and descent simulatIOns, and selected portions (about 700 sec.) of the cruise 
segment were run. The cruise sampled results were extrapolated to the total cruise flight to 
reduce computer execution time and cost. 
4.7.1 IEM Proftle for the Reference Flight Conditions 
Chmb and descent energy proftles generated by the IEM guidance algorithm are contamed in 
FIgures 52 and 53. They are based on reference flight weIght, cruise altitude and 
temperatures. The resultant energy airspeed tracking error is shown as a function of altitude 
for climb and descent in Figures 54 and 55. Except for initialization error, the target and 
actual aIrspeeds were generally within one knot. The resultant climb and descent profiles are 
shown m Figures 56 and 57. Cruise altitude was reached in 640 sec. from base altitude, 
compared to the reference proftle time to climb of 935 sec. Descent requrred 839 sec. for 
the IEM proftle versus 700 sec. for the modeled reference proftle. Fuel flow values for chmb 
and descent for the IEM proftle are shown in FIgures 58 and 59. 
One complete cycle of search, acquire, throttle lock/monitor, re-acquire and lock/monitor was 
simulated for the imtial cruise condItions of the reference flight. Also, a cycle of search, 
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Figure 56. Integrated Energy Management Climb Profile 
acquire and lock/monitor was simulated for the fmal cruise condItIons. Mach number for 200 
sec. of imtial cruise is shown in Figure 60, increasing in the search mode and stabilizing at the 
sampled maxtmum range Mach number. The equivalent aIrspeed error signal input to the 
auto-throttle is shown over the same interval in FIgure 61. The corresponding IEM modes 
(search, acquire and monitor) also are indIcated. The resultant throttle lever angle position is 
shown in Figure 62 for the same ttme interval. 
4.7.2 IEM Simulation Results 
The resultant IEM medium-range flight parameters of time, distance and fuel total are 
compared with the reference flight StmUlatlOn results in Table 6. The flIghts were adjusted by 
an acceleration to climb speed and a deceleration at the end of descent at base altItude to 
guarantee that both flights had the same starting and ending energy states. The cruIse distance 
for the energy flIght was adjusted to guarantee a common range. 
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Table 6. Medium-Range Flight Time, DIstance, Fuel Comparison 
Reference IEM 
Flight phase flight flight 
Time, sec Dlst, km Fuel, kg Time, sec Dlst, km Fuel, kg (nml) (lb) (nmi) (lb) 
Accelerate and climb 966 2176 1633 678 142.4 1252 
(177.5) (3601) (76.9) (2760) 
Cruise 2991 717.8 2873 3720 8158 3172 
(387.6) (6333) (440.5) (6992) 
Descend and decelerate 729 1630 371 862 1402 209 
(88.0) (817) (757) (461 ) 
Total flight above 4686 '-0984 4877 5260 1098.4 4633 
3048m (10 000 tt) (S93.1) (10751) (S93.1) (10213) 
The IEM simulatiOn results show a fuel savings of244 kg (538Ib) compared to the reference 
flIght (about 5%), at an Increase of almost 10 min (about 12%) in flight time. These figures 
only apply to operations at or above base altitude. Fuel savings by flight segment are: 
• Climb 89 kg (197 lb), 1.8% of tnp fuel 
• CrUIse 82 kg (180 lb), 1.7% of tnp fuel 
• Descent 73 kg (161Ib), 1.5% oftnp fuel 
4.8 INTEGRATED ENERGY MANAGEMENT BENEFITS ASSESSMENT 
This section summarizes the quantified fuel savings of the IEM algorithms as determined by 
sImulatiOn of the selected short- and reference medIUm-range flights. These results are then 
extrapolated to the 80 flights in the measured sample of 727-200 operatiOns; nonquantified 
benefits also are indIcated. 
4.8.1 Short-Range Flight Benefits 
The short-range flIght selected and descnbed In SectIon 4.2.4 was SImulated for both the flight 
measured and IEM profIles. Due to computer cost and flow time, the short-range flIght was 
SImulated in a simplified point-mass, steady-state version of the 727-200 model. Only the 
summary results of this flight segment analysis are presented. The tIme, dIstance and fuel 
totals for the short-range flight category for both the selected short range and IEM flight 
simulations, are summanzed in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Short-Range Flight Time, Distance, Fuel Comparison 
Selected short·range IEM 
FlIght phase flight flight 
Time, sec Dlst, km Fuel, kg Time, sec Dlst, km Fuel, kg (nml) (lb) (nml) (lb) 
Accelerate and climb 646 1402 1180 683 139.3 1092 (757) (2601) (752) (2408) 
Cruise 300 756 406 361 737 356 (408) (896) (39.8) (784) 
Descend and decelerate 387 828 166 547 85.6 124 
(44.7) (366) (46.2) (274) 
Total flight above 1333 298.5 1752 1591 298.5 1572 
3048m (10 000 ft) (1612) (3863) (161.2) (3466) 
As with the medlUm-range flIght simulation, the StmUlatIOns were adjusted to guarantee 
identIcal InItIal and final altItudes and velocitIes and total dIstance in all operations above base 
altItude. The net fuel saved for the short-range flIght was 180 kg (397lb), approximately 10% 
of the fuel consumed for the selected short-range flight simulation. The tIme increase was 
slightly over 4 minutes, or almost 20% over that of the selected short-range flIght tIme above 
base altItude. 
To determIne the savings of fuel by flIght phase, a portIOn of cruIse fuel and dIstance was 
included in the climb and descent segments for the energy runs. Table 8 summarizes these fuel 
savings by each flight phase for the selected short-range and IBM flights. The savings were 83 kg 
(183 Ib) In climb, 40 kg (891b) In cruIse and 57 kg (125 Ib) In descent, WhICh were equIvalent 
to 7%, 10.3% and 31.3%, respectively. The saVIngs as a percentage of total fuel used above base 
altItude were 4.7% for chmb, 2.3% for cruise and 3.2% for descent for a total tnp fuel savings of 
102%. 
4.8.2 Medium-Range Flight Benefits 
Comparable data developed for the medlUm-range flight results are shown in Table 9. As with 
the short-range flIght, the baSIC tIme, dIstance and fuel values from Table 6 were adjusted to 
provIde comparable range values for each flight phase. The resultant fuel savings for the 
medlUm-range (reference) flight were 89 kg (197lb) in climb, 82 kg (180 lb) in cruise, and 73 
kg (161 Ib) In descent. As a percentage of fuel consumed in each flIght phase, the savings were 
5.5%,2.9% and 19.7%, respectively. As a percentage of total flight fuel above base altitude the 
savings were 1.8% for chmb, 1.7% for cruise and 1.5% for descent. This represents a total 
savings of 5.0% of tnp fuel. 
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Table 8. Short-Range Flight Fuel Savings 
Selected IEM Fuel 
short-range flight flight savings 
Flight 
Time, sec Dlst, km Fuel, kg Time, sec Dlst, km Fuel, kg kg (lb) Flight Total phase (nml) (lb) (nml) (lb) seg fuel, fuel,% 
% 
Accelerate 646 140.2 1180 688 140.2 1097 83 7 4.7 
and climb (757) (2601) (75.7) (2418) (183) 
Cruise 289 72.8 391 356 728 351 40 103 2.3 
(393) (8~3) (39.3) (774) (89) 
Descend and 398 85.6 181 547 856 124 57 31.3 3.2 
decelerate (46.2) (399) (46.2) (274) (125) 
Total flight 1333 298.5 1752 1591 2985 1572 180 102 
(161.2) (3863) (161.2) (3466) (397) 
Table 9. Medium-Range Flight Fuel Savings 
Reference IEM Fuel 
FlIght flight flight savings 
phase Dlst, km Fuel, kg Dlst, km Fuel, kg Flight Total Time, sec (nml) (lb) Tlme,sec (nml) (lb) kg (Ib) seg fuel, fuel, % % 
Accelerate 966 2176 1633 1021 2176 1544 89 5.5 18 
and climb (117.5) (3601) (117 5) (3404) (197) 
Cruise 2991 717.8 2873 3274 7178 2791 82 2.9 1 7 
(387.6) (6333) (3876) (6153) (180) 
Descend and 729 163.0 370 966 1630 298 73 19.7 1.5 
decelerate (880) (817) (880) (656) (161 ) 
Total flight • 4686 10984 4877 5261 10984 4633 244 Ii.a (5931) (10751) (5931) (10213) (538) 
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4.8.3 Long-Range Flight Benefits 
An extrapolation of the two evaluated flight fuel savings to long-range flights is illustrated in 
Figure 63. The long-range flight consisting of 2222 km (1200 runi) above base altitude, 
produced fuel savings of about 4%. 
A composite saving of 4.8% was derived for all 727-200 flights by combining fuel consumption 
weighting factors, percent of fuel savings and flight range frequencies for the short-, medium-
and long-range flight categones. The fuel consumption weighting factor is a ratio of average 
total fuel consumed for a given flight category, divided by the medium-range flight average fuel 
consumptIOn. Factors of 1.0 for the medium-range flight, 0.35 for the short-range flight, and 
1.90 for the long-range flight were detennined from the VA data. The composite savings factors 
are summarized in Table 10. 
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Figure 63. Fuel Savings as a Function of Flight Distance 
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Table 10. Fleet Fuel Savings Factors 
Relative Saving per Range fuel consumption Frequency 
weighting flight. % 
Short 035 0.50 102 
Medium 100 0.30 50 
Long 1.90 020 4.1 
Composite 100 48 
4.8.4 Method Assessment 
The benefits potentially available, USIng the IEM algorithms as developed in thIS study, are based 
only on improved airspeed and throttle guidance and improved controls. No credIt has been 
taken for other benefits that would accrue from the on-board InstallatIon of addItIonal 
capabIlItIes such as altitude optimization and improved pOInt-of-descent prediction 
The optimization of Imtial cruise altitude and the determinatIOn of step climb strategies would 
provide further gains. For the short-range flight, for example, it was determined that an 
additional 18 kg (40 Ib) of fuel (I % of trip fuel) could be saved by continuing the climb to 
8230m (27 000 ft). The altitude optimization problem, while straIght-forward from a 
theoretical POInt of view, is complex with regard to operatIOnal problems and ATC 
consIderatIOns. ClImbIng cruIse trajectones at best altItude and speed are not realIstIc 
in the U.S. airspace enVIronment. 
SImIlarly, substantial fuel savings are derived from improved point-of-descent predIction. 
FIgure 64 shows an estimate of fuel penalty In kilograms (pounds) as a function of point-
of-descent error in kilometers (nautIcal miles), for one set of descent assumptIons. In the IEM 
study, the lack of groundspeed and ground distance data precluded an assessment of how 
precisely the conventional procedures predicted pOInt-of-descent, thus, the probable gaInS are 
not reflected In the benefit numbers. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The Integrated Energy Management Study provided the following conclusions: 
• The aircraft energy guidance and control techniques investigated in this study 
indicate a sIgnificant fuel savmgs available to a typical mid-range transport aircraft 
over conventional (handbook reference data and pilot control) profIles and 
procedures. The 5% fuel savings of the reference medium-range flight was achieved 
at an increase in trip time of 12%. Significant fuel gains were realized in each of 
three flight phases (climb, cruise and descent). A savings of 4.8% of fuel was 
projected for the sample of 80 727-200 fhghts flown by United AIrlines in theIr 
route system. 
• As a percentage of trip fuel, the savings for the shorter range flights are greater 
than the longer range flights WIth correspondmgly greater percentage increases in 
trip time. Further savmgs from altitude optimization, improved point of descent 
prediction, etc. would accrue from an IEM system. 
• The specific energy guidance algorithms developed show substantial saVIngs over 
handbook schedules, but much smaller savmgs compared to best airspeed/Mach 
schedules. In addition, the IEM concept provides further advantages in terms of 
operational flexibility, such as the potential to assess off-nominal performance. 
Further gains are available with more sophistIcated optImization techniques, but 
theIr computational complexity, data requirements, and relatIvely small increase 
m performance weigh against their mechanizatIOn employing current technology. 
• In climb and descent, the selected energy guidance concept requires stored 
performance data. For climb and descent, the rate of change of optimal energy 
state with altitude does not allow sufficient time for on-board determination of 
the best speed schedule. 
• The closed-loop energy guidance algorithm developed for cruise indIcated fuel 
savings of close to 3% for the reference flight in the study simulation. The cruise 
algorithm searches for the optimum operating state, acquires the desired state and 
monitors operations to determine when a new search should be initiated. The 
algonthm employs an altitude-hold-mode autopilot and an airspeed-hold mode 
autothrottle. 
• The IEM study determmed that a closed-loop energy management system is 
feasible and practical for transport aIrcraft, and provides the basis for industry to 
proceed with development and ImplementatIon of the concept. 
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APPENDIX A 
STANDARD SIMULATION MODEL OF THE 727-200 
Table 
No. 
A-I !EM Autopilot Modes 
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This appendix describes seven of the basic models of the 727·200 Standard Simulation Model 
(SSM) used in the IEM evaluation. The models dIscussed are: 
I) The atmosphere model 
2) The aerodynamic model 
3) The engine model 
4) The rigid body equations of motion 
5) The trim computation 
6) The autopilot, and 
7) The EAS-hold auto throttle 
Atmosphere Model 
This routme determined air data parameters for a given altitude. Air data values generated were 
based on the 1962 United States Standard Atmosphere. The capability to input nonstandard 
static temperatures was included. 
Atmosphere parameters computed included: 
I) Atmospheric density 
2) Static temperature for standard day 
3) Nonstandard static temperature 
4) Speed of sound 
5) Static pressure for standard day 
6) Total temperature 
7) Total pressure for standard day 
8) Total temperature ratio 
9) Total pressure ratio, and 
10) Density ratio. 
Aerodynamic Model 
The aerodynamic model consists of equations for the aerodynamic coefficients and their 
arguments. The stability axis coefficient data are in tabular form; their arguments, or 
independent varIables, are computed from the rate and position data from the rigid body 
equations of motion module. The independent variables for the totalUCt and pitching moment 
coeffIcients are: 
I) Mach number 
2) Altitude 
3) Load factor 
4) Pitch rate 
5) Angle of attack 
6) Angle of attack rate 
7) Center of gravity 
8) Stabilizer angle 
9) Elevator angle 
10) Thrust. 
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The drag coefficient is a function of the lift coefficient and the Mach number. 
Additional parameters are calculated within the aerodynamic module for use in other program 
modules, such as: 
I) Cahbrated airspeed 
2) Equivalent airspeed 
3) Dynamic pressure 
4) Impact pressure 
Engine Model 
The engine model related thrust lever position, engine pressure ratio, and engine RPM to 
resultant thrust and fuel flow. The model represented three eni9nes, each having its own 
throttle system. The model data represented the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-9 pod mstalled 
engmes WIthout aIrcraft servIce bleed. The engme model computations mcluded: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
Cross-shaft angle position as a function of thrust lever angle 
Engme surge bleed valve position 
Commanded EPR for a given cross-shaft angle 
Engine acceleration/deceleration dynamics 
EPR limit checks 
Resultant rotatIOnal speed of the engme low-speed compressors 
Gross thrust, and 
Fuel flow as a function of operating state. 
The engine model was driven by thrust lever angle input, autopilot commanded thrust lever 
angle or commanded EPR schedule 
Rigid Body Equations of Motion 
This program module contamed the basic rigid body equations for a vehIcle having three degrees 
of freedom. External forces acting on the vehicle were resolved mto the body axis system, and 
resultant mertIal acceleratIOns with respect to the body axes were generated from a conventional 
set of Newtoman-coupled translational and rotational velocity equations. Transformation and 
integration of the resulting angular velocity produced an Euler angle that determined aircraft 
attItude WIth respect to the local horizon Specific parameters computed in this routine 
mcluded 
I) Aerodynamic force component in the body axis system 
2) Engine force component in the body axis system 
3) Total moment about the y-body axis due to aerodynamic forces 
4) Total moment about the y-body axis due to engine thrust 
5) Gravitational components in the body axis system 
6) Inertial hnear accelerations and velocities in the body axis system 
7) Accelerations at the center of gravity with normal load factor 
8) Inertial angular accelerations and velocity terms 
9) Local Euler angle and Euler rate terms 
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10) Body axis to earth axis transformatIOn 
11) Transformation of mertial velocity components from body to earth aXIS 
12) Altitude 
13) Flight path angle, and 
14) Range 
Tnm Computation 
This routme was used with the standard equatIons of motion to establish initIal acceleration 
conditIOns wIthin specified tolerances. The accelerations were derived in the body axis system 
for a gIven mput flIght condition. 
Autopdot and Autothrottle Modules 
This sectIOn descnbes the Flight Controls/Auto throttle logic and modes employed in the 727 
modeling. The pitch axis control mode of the 727 as modeled in the SSM was extended as 
shown in Table A-I to provide lAS Hold, Mach Hold, Vertical Speed Hold, and Altitude Select 
Capture, m addItIon to the PItch Hold and Altitude Hold modes. The pitch axis control logic 
incorporated the elevator and stabilizer control modeling. In additIOn to the Flight Control 
modes, one Autothrottle mode was mcorporated, as eqUIvalent-airspeed hold mode for IEM cruise. 
The descriptIOn of the uses of these vanous control modes m flying conventional profiles and the 
Integrated Energy Management profiles is contamed in sectIOns 4.4 and 4.7, respectIvely. 
The Mod Block V pItch autopilot employed in the energy management modelmg provided for 
automatic changes in control law as a functIOn of pItch selector sWItch posItion, vertical speed 
wheel posItIon, "ALT SEL" sWItch posItIon and flIght condItIon. Table A-I summarIzes the 
control law optIons that were avaIlable. 
The flight controls modeling mcluded a determinatlOn of the elevator position and the threshold 
detector lOgIC for the stabdizer. 
The auto throttle lOgIC incorporated In the model was based on an equivalent alfSpeed acquire 
and hold mode autothrottle. Inputs to the autothrottle included an equivalent-airspeed error 
SIgnal (target minus current EAS) and longitudinal acceleration. Forward and aft limIts of 
autothrottle travel were selected conSIstent WIth cruise mode operatlOn. The autothrottle 
output was throttle rate, whIch, when integrated, prOVIded throttle pOSItion. 
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Table A-t. IEM Autopilot Modes 
Pitch selector switch position 
ALTSEL VERT SPEED 
switch position MACH HOLD lAS HOLD PITCH HOLD 
vIs wheel vIs wheel not (flight conditions) in detent in detent 
1. ALT SEL not MACH HOLD lAS HOLD PITCH HOLD ALTHOLD VERT SPEED 
selected 
2. ALT SEL selected ALTSEL ALTSEL ALTSEL ALTSEL (I.::lhJ < 1000 ft) CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE (9 8h +.::lh <0) 
3. ALTSELselected X (vIs wheel in detent) ALTHOLD (I.::lhl ~ 30 ft) r (9 8tl + .::lh < 0) 
4. AL T SEL selected, 
condition 2 not MACH HOLD lAS HOLD PITCH HOLD VERTSPEED 
satisfied 
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APPENDIXB 
ENERGY GUIDANCE ALTERNATIVES 
Figure 
No. 
B-1 Time and Fuel for CAS/Mach Schedules 
B-2 Chmb Energy Speed Schedule 
B-3 Cruise Energy Speeds 
B-4 Descent Energy Speed Schedule 
B-5 CTOP Mmimum Fuel Climb Schedule 
B-6 Fuel-Efficient Procedure Evaluation (Climb) 
Table 
No. 
B-1 Energy Guidance PotentIal Benefits-Handbook Performance Clunbs 
B-2 Energy Guidance PotentIal Benefits-Handbook Performance Descents 
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Four alternative approaches to energy guidance trajectory formulations were considered. The 
approaches included (1) handbook schedules, (2) optImized CAS/Mach schedules, (3) 
optimized specific energy trajectories, and (4) calculus of variation optimization techniques. 
From these alternatives, the optImized specIfic energy approach was selected as the basis for 
the development of the IEM algorithms. The advantages and limitations of the selected 
approach are revIewed in Section 4.5. 
Handbook Schedules 
The 727 Operations Manual presents two cltmb and three descent speed schedules that can be 
used m normal operations. All schedules consist of flying constant calibrated airspeed or con-
stant Mach segments. En route clImbs are done with all flaps retracted, gear up and maximum 
clImb thrust. Best rate of climb speed varies with atr temperature, altitude, and gross weIght. 
Speed decreases wIth mcreasmg aIr temperature or altttude and increases wIth mcreasing gross 
weIght. For SImplICIty, only a single best rate of clImb speed is given. 
The low-speed climb schedule calls for 144m/sec (280 knots) up to approximately 9266 
meters (30 400 ft) and Mach 0.75 above. ThIS speed of 144 m/sec (280 knots) is the average 
best rate of climb speed wIth flaps up and is also the recommended turbulent air penetration 
speed. 
High speed clImb is at 175 m/sec (340 knots) to approximately 7102 meters (23300 ft) and 
Mach 0.78 above. This speed schedule is usually assumed for minimum cost for short range 
flights at low to medium altItudes. It is used to mmimize flIght tIme. 
Low speed descent is at Mach 0.80 to approxImately 10363 meters (34 000 ft) and then 144 
m/sec (280 knots) to 3048 meters (10 000 ft) The low speed descent increases range and is 
recommended for operation m turbulent air. 
Two high speed descent schedules are given. The fIrst is Mach 0.85 to 6401 meters (21 000 ft) 
and then 201 m/sec (390 knots) to 3048 meters (10 000 ft). The second is Mach 0.85 to 7925 
meters (26000 ft) and then 180 m/sec (350 knots) to 3048 meters (10 000 ft). The high 
speed descents mmimize tIme. 
OptImized CAS/Mach Schedules 
The optimIzatIOn of conventional CAS/Mach profIles provides one method of generatmg fuel 
efficient schedules. This technique has been applied m numerous "performance computers" 
to provide energy guidance. The method assumes as the solution form a constant CAS 
transitIoning to constant Mach climb, cruise (usually at Long Range Cruise Mach for best fuel 
efficiency), and constant Mach to constant CAS descent. The "best" airspeeds depend on 
condItions such as weight, selected altitude, temperature, wind, etc. An example of this 
techmque applied to climb is shown in Figure B-1. The figure shows for the specified input 
condItions, the variation in fuel and time required to chmb to cruise altitude and cruise to a 
common dIstance of 370 km (200 nmi). The optimized CAS/Mach schedules provide a 
substantial increase in fuel efficiency over handbook schedules. 
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Figure B·1. Time and Fuel for CAS/Mach Schedules 
OptimIzed SpecIfic Energy Schedules 
1800 
The introductIOn of the concept of specific energy as a parameter to generate efficient 
trajectones was formulated m the early 1950s by Rutowski (ref. 1). SpecIfic energy IS defmed 
as the sum of the potentIal and kmetlc energies of the rurcraft dIvided by the aIrcraft weIght. 
The concept was applied to the fixed-range optimIzatIOn problem in the 1970s (ref 2 and 3) 
Vanous "payoff' functIOns can be formulated using the specIfic energy concept and 
maximIzed to provide mimmum time or fuel trajectories between altitudes, energy states, or to 
a common dIstance. For aIr transport applicatIons, the maximization to a fixed range IS the 
primary objectlve. 
Changes m energy state are related to the pnmary forces actmg on the aIrcraft: thrust, drag 
and weight. The flIght IS dIvided mto three phases. climb, cruise and descent. For each phase 
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the functIOn to be minnmzed is the fuel to clnnb, cruise or descend to a specific range. The 
velocIty and throttle schedules to achieve the objective are formulated as· 
Flight Phase 
Chmb 
Cruise 
Descent 
where T = thrust 
D = drag 
W = weight 
V = velocIty 
1T = throttle 
VelocIty Schedule Throttle Schedule 
max { 
(T - D)/W ) 
(aoT/V)CL - (aoT/V)CR 1T = 7TIDax 
mm (a'D/V) T=D 
. ( (D -T)/W ) 
mm (aoT/V)CR - (aoT/V)DS 1T = 1Tmin 
a = specIfic fuel consumption 
(-)CL = applies to clImb 
( -)CR = applies to cruise 
(-)OS = applies to descent 
The chmb functIOn maxnnizes the excess power, when divided by a term companng climb fuel 
mileage to cruise fuel mIleage. This functIon provides maximum rate of change of energy per 
pound of fuel, subject to the cruise mIleage boundary condition As the aircraft chmbs to cruise 
altItude, the term m the denommator assumes greater weight. 
The cruise functIOn selects a velocIty that maximizes the specific range. The descent function 
mmimizes rate of change of energy per pound of fuel burned subject to the cruise mileage 
condItion. This formulatIOn reduces, for zero thrust and lift equal to drag, to maximizing the 
ratIO of lift to drag on descent. 
Figure B-2 shows an example of a specific energy climb schedule for a particular weight and 
target cruise condItion. The contours are lines of constant rate of change of specific energy 
per pound of fuel. The maximizatIon of these contours at a given altItude determines the 
optimum velocity schedule. 
Figure B-3 shows for one particular weight, the cruise contours of lines of constant specific 
range (VITa). For any altitude, the maxImizatIon of these contours defines the minimum fuel 
operating Mach number 
FIgure B-4 shows the optnnum specific energy descent schedule for one set of weight and 
cruise conditIOns. Again, contours of constant rate of change of specific energy per pound of 
fuel are shown, and the extreme values of these contours at a given altitude determine the 
minimum fuel energy schedule. 
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Figure 8-2. Climb Energy Speed Schedule 
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Figure 8-4. Descent Energy Speed Schedule 
The relatively low descent speed schedule (around 124 m/s (240 kn) calIbrated) IS slightly higher 
than the maXImum LID schedule. The msensltlVlty of fuel burn around the mimmum value 
allows for mcreased operatmg speed to 129 m/s (250 kn) calIbrated) WIth a fuel penalty on the 
order of 4.5 kg (10 lb) If a boundary velOCIty of 129 m/s (250 kcas) at 3048m (10 000 ft) 1S 
1mposed, most of th1s fuel penalty wIll dIsappear. 
Calculus of VanatlOns OptImIzed Schedules 
The spec1fic energy formulatlOn of rate-of-change of energy neglects the angle of attack term. 
However, more complex optImization techmques are available, which use angle of attack as a 
control to generate an optimized schedule. For the purpose of comparison with specific 
energy and best CAS/Mach schedules, one such technique, the Chebychev Trajectory 
OptIm1zatlOn Program (CTOP), was applied to a 727-200 to obtain a schedule to mimmize 
fuel m chmb to a specific range. 
CTOP 1S a computer program des1gned to optImize atmospheric vehicle trajectones. It uses 
a parameter optimization scheme that represents the trajectory by patched Chebychev poly-
nomials. The boundary cond1tions are satisfied exactly at each iteration and the equatlOns of 
motion are treated as constramts that are satisfIed by means of penalty functIOns OptImIzatIon 
1S by means of a Gauss-Newton method mod1fled m a manner SImIlar to that of Levenberg-
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Marquardt. The square root method is used to decompose the second denvatIve matnx. An 
adaptive procedure IS used to control the iterations. 
The equations of motion are written for a point mass vehicle in 3-D flight above a flat earth. 
The aIrcraft IS limited to coordinated maneuvers (zero sideslip angle). Control is achIeved by 
modulatmg the attitude of the vehicle's longitudinal axis. The thrust force is assumed to act 
along the aIrcraft's longItudinal axis. The airplane is propelled by an air breathIng engine. 
Maximum engIne pressure ratIO (EPR) thrust IS used In climb. 
Values of thrust and specific fuel consumption are input from the flight envelope. Maximum 
EPR IS assumed for clImb. At a given Mach number, values ofT/£> and a/ (J (where £> is the 
atmospheric pressure ratIO and (J is the atmospheric temperature ratio) are fitted to a CUbIC 
polynomial as functions of altitude. The coefficients of the cubic polynomial are then input 
by tables as functions of Mach number. 
The aIrplane is constramed not to exceed given values for nonnalload factor, lift coefficient 
and dynamic pressure. 
For minimum fuel problems, crop minimizes the sum of the climb fuel plus cruIse fuel. The 
crUIse fuel consumptIOn is obtained from: 
~W = WT [1 - e- (R - RT)/Rf] 
where WT = aircraft weight at the end of climb 
RT = range at end of climb 
R = total flight range 
Rf = range factor 
and ~ W = fuel consumed m crUIse. 
FIgure B-5 shows the resultant clImb schedule for the minimum fuel trajectory generated by 
the crop program for one set of climb condItions. The crop program was not applIed to the 
descent optimization problem in this study. 
Evaluation of AlternatIve Energy Guidance Methods 
The approach taken to evaluate alternative climb, cruise and descent strategies is mdicated in 
FIgure B-6 WhICh shows the procedure applied to the climb evaluatIOn. Common boundary 
condItions (weight, altitudes, speeds) and environmental condItions (wmd and temperature 
profiles) are specified. The profIles generated by the alternatIve procedures discussed in this 
appendIX for these condItions were "flown" through a point-mass, steady-state model of the 
727-200. The chmb model accelerates, climbs, accelerates and cruises the aircraft to the 
common distance constraInt. Model outputs were time and fuel used. The results of thIS 
model were run for vanous weight and altitude condItions to generate parametnc data 
comparing the alternative techniques. 
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Figure 8-5. CTOP Minimum Fuel Climb Schedule 
Results of the climb analysis for one set of clImb condItions are summarized m Table B-1. The 
results shown in the table are typical of the results generated over a range of climb weights 
from 58968 kg (130000 pounds) through 77112 kg (170 000 pounds) and cruIse altttudes 
from 8230 to 10668 meters (27000 to 35 000 ft). The best energy, CTOP and best CAS/ 
Mach schedules consIstently obtaIned total clImb fuel burns WIthin 0.2%. The handbook 
chmbs reqUIred substantially more fuel (0.5 to 2.6%). Descent results showed simIlar trends. 
Results for one set of descent conditions are shown In Table B-2. For the descent, a maximum 
L/D descent profile IS included. Optimum CTOP trajectories were not developed for descent. 
AgaIn, the specific energy, best CAS/Mach and maximum L/D descent fuel burns agree closely. 
The fuel penalty (both absolute and percentage of segment fuel) was somewhat greater for 
flying the handbook schedule. The conclusions of this parametnc exercise are: 
(1) All mimmum fuel techniques conSIdered obtamed approximately the same fuel 
burns, although the specific trajectories and time costs differed somewhat. 
(2) All minimum fuel techniques showed substanttal improvement In fuel burn over 
handbook schedules. 
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Figure 8-6_ Fuel-Efficient Procedure Evaluation (Climb) 
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Table B-1. Energy Guidance Potential Benefits-Handbook Performance Climbs 
Strategy Fuel, kg (\b) 
Best energy 2375 (5236) 
CTOP 2376 (5239) 
Best CAS/mach 2379 (5244) 
Low-speed handbook 2391 (5272) 
HIgh-speed handbook 2429 (5354) 
1::. Fuel, % Tlme,.sec 1::.Tlme,% 
Reference 1671 4.3 
0.1 
0.2 
0.7 
22 
1667 3.7 
1685 4.8 
1696 55 
1608 Reference 
• AltItude, 9449m (31 000 ft) 
• WeIght, 68 040 kg (150000 Ib) 
• All clImbs to a common dIstance 
• All climbs based on handbook 
performance 
• Max climb EPR schedule assumed 
Table B-2. Energy Guidance Potential Benefits-Handbook Performance Descents 
Strategy Fuel, kg (\b) 1::. Fuel, % TIme, sec ATlme,% 
Best energy 747 (1646) Reference 1398 161 
Max LID 748 (1648) 0.1 1432 189 
Best CAS/mach 747 (1647) 0.1 1401 164 
Low-speed handbook 782 (1723) 4.7 1293 74 
HIgh-speed handbook 850 (1874) 13.9 1204 Reference 
• AltItude, 10 668m (35 000 ftl 
• WeIght, 63 504 kg (140 000 Ib) 
• All descents to common dIstance 
• All descents based on handbook performance 
• Idle descent thrust assumed 
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INTEGRATED ENERGY MANAGEMENT CRUISE ALGORITHM LOGIC 
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Call SR2 
(SWITCH, LlEMC. 
LlEMG. LlEMH. 
LlEMI) 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
SWITCH = 1 
LlEM 1 = T 
LIEM 2 = F 
LlEM 3 = F 
LlEM 1 = F 
LlEM 2 = T 
LlEM 3 = F 
LlEM 1 = F 
LlEM 2 = F 
LlEM 3 = T. 
Figure C-t_ Mode Control Logic 
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No 
Yes MXRCRM = 
MACHT (WATE) 
VE TRGT = 
MTRGT VS 
SQRSIG 05921 
DELVE = 
VETRGT-VE 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
DMACH = 
-002 
DMACH = 
00 
DMACH = 
02 
Figure C-2. Search Mode-Autothrottle Command Generation 
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r 
VPLAST = VP (t·1) 
VPDOT = 
Vp·VPLAST 
DTHRSH = 
VPDOT WATE/G 
DTHRSV = 
WATE HDOTNP 
DTHRST 
= DTHRSH + 
DTHRSV 
TSFC = 
TSFCT (MACH) 
WFCOR 
= TSFC·DTHRST 
WFACC = 
FCC1 + FFC2 
+ FFC3 
WFSS = 
WFACC· 
WFCOR 
SR = 
(SXDOT/1 6889) 
/WFSS 
CALL SR3 
(T,SR,SRA, 
SRB,SRC) 
No 
LlEMC = LlEMA 
AND LlEMB 
MXMACH = 
MACH (t-4) 
WATEL =WATE 
T =T+~T 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
LlEMA = F 
LlEMA = T 
LlEMB = F 
LlEMB = T. 
Figure C-3_ Search Mode-Specific Range Calculation Adjusted for Acceleration and 
Switching Logic 
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Yes 
No 
LlEME = F No 
No 
LlEMF = F. 
VETRGT = 
MXMACH VS 
SQRSIG 0 5921 
DELVE = 
VETRGT-VE 
VPLAST = 
VP (t-1 0) 
VPDOT = 
VP - VPLAST 
LlEMG = 
LlEMD and 
LlEME . and 
LIEMF 
Yes LIEMD = F. 
Yes LlEMD = .T. 
Yes LlEME = .T. 
Yes LlEMF = T 
T =T+t.T 
Figure C4. Acquire Mode-Autothrottle Command Generation and Steady-State Cruise Check 
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DELVE 
=00 
DIFF1 = 
ASS (MACH· 
MXMACH) 
No 
DIFF2 
ASS (WATE. 
WATEL) 
Yes 
LlEMH = F 
Yes 
LIEMH = T 
Yes 
LlEMI = F 
Yes 
LlEMI = T. 
Figure C-5. Throttle Lock and Monitor Mode 
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T=T+~T 
SR2 (SWITCH, 
LlEMC, LlEMG, 
LlEMH, LlEMI) 
Return 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
SWITCH =2 
SWITCH =3 
SWITCH =2 
SWITCH = 1 
Figure C-6, Mode Switching Logic 
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\ 
\ 
... 
, 
SR3 (T,SR, 
SRA, SRB, 
SRC) 
TINT = 5 
No 
Return 
Yes 
Yes 
TLAST =0 
SRA =SR 
SRB = SR 
SRC = SR 
SRC =SRB 
SRB = SRA 
SRA = SR 
TLAST = T 
Figure C-l. Specific Range Sampling Logic 
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Table Cot. Logic Variable Description 
SWITCH 
LlEM 1 
LlEM 2 
LlEM 3 
DWATE 
DMACH 
MXRCRM 
DELMACH 
MTRGT 
VETRGT 
DELVE 
VPLAST 
VPDOT 
DTHRSH 
DTHRSV 
DTHRST 
TSFC 
WFLOR 
FFC1,2,3 
WFACC 
WFSS 
SR 
SRA 
SRB 
SRC 
LlEMA 
LlEMB 
LlEMC 
MXMACH 
WATEL 
LlEMD 
LlEME 
LlEMF 
LlEMG 
DIFFl 
DIFF2 
LlEMH 
LlEMI 
MACHT 
TSFCT 
Indicates IEM cruise mode' 
= 1 If search mode operative 
= 2 If acquire mode operative 
= 3 If lock/monitor mode operative 
Logical variable true when In search mode 
Logical variable true when In acquire mode 
Logical variable true during lock/monitor mode 
Weight change threshold to relnltlallze search 
Mach change allowed In monitor mode 
Estimated maximum range cruise mach 
A Ll-mach Interval added to MXRCRM as a speed target 
A target mach number for autothrottle In search mode 
Equivalent airspeed value (In knots) of MTRGT 
Equivalent airspeed error signal to autothrottle 
Value of flight path velocity at T - 1 sec 
Flight path acceleration (ft/sec2) 
Along path force components 
Vertical force component 
Total accelerating forces 
Estimated specific fuel consumption 
Estimated fuel flow to provide acceleration 
Measured fuel flows for engines 1,2,3 
Total fuel flow 
Estimated fuel flow at altitude, mach number for steady state 
(unaccelerated) flight 
Estimated steady-state specific range (nml/lb) 
Estimated SR at T - Ll T 
Estimated SR at T - 2Ll T 
Estimated SR at T - 3Ll T 
Logical variable true when SRC >SRB 
Logical varrable true when SRB >SRA 
Logical varrable true when LlEMA and LlEMB are both true 
Mach number at maximum estimated SR 
Weight at maximum estimated SR 
Logical varrable true when I 0 EL VG I 1 0 
Logical varrable true when I VPDOT I 1 0 
Logical varrable true when I HOOT I 1 0 
Logl~al variable true when LlEMD, LlEME, LlEMF a" true 
Difference between target and actual mach number 
Difference between current and beginning weight 
Logical variable true when DIFFl exceeds DMACH 
Logical varrable true when DIFF2 exceeds DWATE 
Table containing estimated maximum range cruise Mach values 
Table containing estimated TSFC values 
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